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English Test
Exercise 1 (    /15 points)
Write the meaning of the drawings.

It is sunny It is warm It is snowy

It is chilly It is rainy It is hot

It is cloudy It is windy There is a rainbow

It is raining cats and dogs A drought A flood

It is overcast An earthquake A heatwave
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Exercise 2 (      / 12 points)
Write the weather below each photograph.

It is hot and sunny It is snowy It is windy

It is rainy It is foggy It is freezing

Exercice 3 (        / 5 points)
Monsieur Météo forgot the English sentences. Link them to help him.

                       

Monsieur Météo                             Mr Weatherman

Il y a du brouillard.
Il fait assez chaud.

Il ne pleut pas.
Il y a du soleil aujourd'hui.

I like snow.
Y a-t-il du vent?

It isn't raining.
Is it windy?

It's quite hot.
J'aime la neige.

It's sunny today.
It is foggy.



Exercise 4 (        / 8 points)
Find the weather words

H O T F C T

X W C O L D

S A R G O S

N R A G U U

O M I Y D N

W I N D Y O

Exercise 5 (        / 12 points)
Write today's weather forecast in blue, yesterday's weather in green and tomorrow 
forecast in black. Do not forget to write the dates correctly in English !!

.......................................................................................................

Yesterday was Thursday, Decembre the seventh. The weather was quite cold in the morning

and chilly in the afternoon. It was rainy and cloudy

.......................................................................................................

Today is Friday, December the eighth. The weather is cold, cloudy and foggy in the morning

and very chilly and cloudy in the afternoon.

.......................................................................................................

Tomorrow will be Saturday, December the ninth. It will be cold and rainy in the morning but

it will be quite warm in the afternoon with showers.............................................

.......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................



Exercise 6 (        / 8 points)
Read the weather forecast and draw the symbols on the map. Do not forget temperatures !
It's cold and snowy in Scotland.
It's rainy in Ireland.
It's foggy in Dublin.
It's sunny in Wales.
It's windy in England.
It's warm and cloudy in London.
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